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Abstract. Nitrogen is one of the important indices for evaluation of crop growth and output quality. At present, 

there are a lot of researches on the estimation of crop nitrogen content, but most of the studies do not consider 

whether the model established by vegetation index and crop nitrogen content is the best. The purpose of this study 

was to estimate the nitrogen content of wheat leaves and to establish a method and the optimal model for 

monitoring nitrogen content in wheat leaves. Spectral reflectance of leaves and concurrent leaf nitrogen content 

parameters of samples were acquired in during 2013 and 2014 wheat growth season, in Beijing Academy of 

Agriculture and Forestry Sciences. 17 vegetation indices related to nitrogen content were chosen,and the 

relationship between related vegetation indices and leaf nitrogen content were built for screening vegetation 

indices with variable importance projection (VIP). Choosing first 10 different vegetation indices after ranking with 

VIP value as the independent variable for estimating nitrogen content of leaf in wheat. And the number of 

vegetation indices was gradually increased from top 4 to 10. The leaf nitrogen content estimation model with 

different vegetation indices can be built using the integrated model of variable importance projection(VIP) - partial 

least squares (PLS). At the same time, Akaike’s Information Criterion(AIC) value was calculated in different 

estimation model, and the AIC value of 7 different estimation model was compared. Then the optimal model with 

5 vegetation indices was selected, which AIC value is the lowest. The optimal model was validated by leave one 

out cross-validation method. The result, (1) the comprehensive interpretation ability of the first 10 spectral indices 

on the nitrogen content of winter wheat leaves was PSSRc, GMI-2, SR705, RI-half, ZM, GMI-1, 

PSSRb,RI-3dB,VOGc and CIred edge. (2) The optimal model with 5 vegetation indices was selected from 7 

models. (3)The decision coefficient (R2) and root-mean-square error (RMSE) of the optimal model respectively 

were 0.73 and 0.33. The R2 and RMSE of wheat by validating were 0.73 and 0.33, respectively. The study showed: 

(1).The VIP-PLS model has higher ability to estimate the nitrogen content of leaf in wheat, which laying an 

important foundation for improving the precision of forecasting winter wheat leaf nitrogen content with remote 

sensing. (2)The AIC method can be used to select the optimal model ,and the selected model has the higher 

predictive ability. And the optimal estimation model of wheat LNC can be obtained based on AIC. 

Keywords: leaf nitrogen content, Akaike’s Information Criterion,Variable Importance for Projection, partial least 

squares ,vegetation index 



1 Introduction 

Nitrogen is a "life element" in crop growth and development, rapid and accurate determination of 

nitrogen is conducive to the real-time management of nitrogen, providing a guarantee for high yield 

and quality of crops[1-2]. The use of spectral reflectance and spectral index for crop nitrogen 

estimation has been an important content of agricultural remote sensing research, and domestic and 

foreign scholars have done a lot of research [3-5]. In the jointing stage of wheat, artificial neural 

network, support vector regression and random forest were used to establish the estimation model of 

nitrogen accumulation in wheat leaves [6]. The absorption characteristic spectrum (590 ~ 756nm, 1096 

~ 1295nm, 1295 ~ 1642nm) were used to determine the characteristics of the depth and area of the 

leaves , and it can be a good total nitrogen content inversion [7]. A number of spectral indices were 

established using multi-spectral data of high score number satellite to estimate the nitrogen content of 

wheat leaves [8]. The new red edge bimodal parameters were constructed by using the ground spectrum, 

and the nitrogen content of wheat leaves was estimated by regression analysis [9]. The red edge index 

was used to estimate the nitrogen nutrition index [10]. The grey relational analysis was used to analyze 

the correlation of commonly used vegetation indices, and five indices of good vegetation indices were 

selected based on experience to participate in partial least squares regression (PLSR) [11,12]. The 

Manhattan ,  Euclidean measures and a variety of neural networks were combined into an optimal 

model to predict the leaf nitrogen content. The results showed that the accuracy of the algorithm could 

predict leaf nitrogen content to 92.1% [13]. 

However, most researches do not consider whether the model established between crop nitrogen 

content and vegetation index is optimal. In this study, the variable importance projection (VIP) is used 

to sort the selected vegetation indices, and the number of different vegetation indices was selected as 

the input variables according to the importance of the vegetation index. The number of input variables 

was gradually increased. Based on the AIC, the optimum nitrogen content of winter wheat leaves 

estimation model was selected ,and the optimal nitrogen content estimation model was selected to 

estimate the nitrogen content of winter wheat leaf. The purpose of this study was to estimate the 

nitrogen content of wheat leaves, to establish a method and the optimal model for monitoring nitrogen 

content in wheat leaves. 

2Material and method 

2.1 Overview of the study area 

The experiment was conducted at the wheat experiment base in Beijing Academy of Agriculture 

and Forestry in 2013-2014. The experiment base was located in Haidian District, Beijing, 39 ° 56'N, 

116 ° 16'E, the specific location shown in Figure 1. The district has four distinct seasons, cold and dry 

in winter, high temperature and rainy in summer, the average annual temperature of 12.5 ℃. Wheat 

was sown on September 29, 2013. And the soil was tested. The content of organic matter in the soil was 

1.54～2.16 g/kg ;the available potassium content was 77.54～216.27 mg/kg, the content of nitrate 

nitrogen was 6.99～21.40mg/kg, the available phosphorus content was 29.92～136.44mg/kg, the Total 

nitrogen content is 0.09～0.12g/kg. The tested varieties were Jing 9428 and Nongda 211 respectively. 

Each plot size 1.2 × 1.5m, planting 33.75g, showing 6 lines, planting density of 6 million / hm2. 40.5g 



of urea per cell. 2 varieties, 5 water treatment, 4 repeat tests, water stress test from no water to water 

full saturation test, 0 m3/ha（W1）, 225 m3/ha （W2）, 450 m3/ha（W3）, 675 m3/ha（W4）, 900 m3/ha

（W5）, respectively. The test was conducted on April 20～21, 2014. 

 

Fig.1 Beijing academy of agriculture and forestry sciences 

2.2 Leaf spectrum determination 

Leaf spectrum measurements were carried out using an American FieldSpec ® Pro FR 

spectrometer (ASD Inc. Boulder Colorado, USA) coupled with a hand-held leaf blade spectroscopy 

detector (ASD leaf clip). The wavelength range is 350～2500 nm, and the interval is 1 nm. Blade 

holder detector built-in quartz halogenated lamp, guaranteeing that the light source is stable. The blade 

detector can cover the whole leaf chamber of the leaf blade and has the same detection area. It can 

eliminate the background reflection, the spectral fluctuation caused by the curved surface of the blade, 

and the internal variation caused by the leaf blade. Before the measurement of the leaf spectrum, the 

dust on the surface of the blade was wiped off with a clean, damp cloth, and corrected with a standard 

whiteboard to reduce the error.  

2.3 Leaf nitrogen content determination 

There are 40 wheat plots. Each plant is divided into 5 layers. 5 samples were taken per cell, and 5 

layers of each plant were combined as samples of each layer, 199 samples in total. The samples were 

placed in a paper bag, placed in an oven at 105 ° C for 30 minutes, and then each organ sample was 

dried at 80 ° C for more than 48 hours until constant mass. Finally, the dried crop leaves were crushed. 

The nitrogen content (N, %) of the crop leaves was measured using a Kjeldahl nitrogen apparatus 

(Buchi B-339, Switzerland). 

2.4 Method 

2.4.1 Selection of Vegetation Index 
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According to the previous research results and the significant relationship between vegetation 

index and leaf nitrogen content, 19 vegetation indices related to leaf nitrogen content were selected. 

Table 1 Spectral indices for leaf nitrogen content 

Spectral indices Definitions references 

Pigment –specific 

simple ratio-b 
635800 / RRPSSRb =  [14] 

Pigment –specific 

simple ratio-c 
470800 / RRcPSSR =  [14] 

Gitelson and 

Merzlyak index-1 
550750 /1 RRGMI =−  [15] 

Gitelson and 

Merzlyak index-2 
700750 /2 RRGMI =−  [15] 

Simple ratio705 705750705 / RRSR =  [15] 

Vogelman index a 720740 / RRVOGa =  [16] 

Zarco and Miller 710750 / RRZM =  [17] 

Ratio index-half 708747 / RRhalfRI =−  [18] 

Ratio index-1dB 720735 /1 RRdBRI =−  [18] 

Ratio index-2dB 720738 /2 RRdBRI =−  [18] 

Ratio index-3dB 717741 /3 RRdBRI =−  [18] 

Simple ratio(533,565) 565533 /)565,533( RRSR =  [19] 
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2.4.2 Variable Importance Projection 



Variable projection importance (VIP) is a variable screening method based on partial least square 

(PLS), which describes the interpretation of the dependent variable to the dependent variable and ranks 

the independent variables according to their explanatory power[26,27]. The formula is 
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k--the number of vegetation indices, m--The number of components extracted from the original 

vegetation index variables, hc --Principal Component Analysis of Independent Variables of Correlated 

Vegetation Index, ),( hcyr -- correlative coefficient of dependent variables and principal components 

of winter wheat, indicating that the ability of principal components to explain y(LAI of wheat), Whj-- 

Weight of Vegetation Index on Principal Components. The higher the VIP value, the stronger the 

vegetation index can explain the LAI and vice versa. 

2.4.3 Akaike’s Information Criterion 

The Akaike’s Information Criterion [28] is a measure of the goodness of fit of a statistical model 

that measures the complexity of the model and the goodness of fit of the model. AIC can be expressed 

as 

)1(2ln 2 ++= kSnAIC p                        
（2） 

n--the number of samples, 
2
pS -- Residual Mean Square, k-- Number of variables in the model. 

2.4.4 Partial least squares 

The partial least squares method is a multivariate statistical data analysis method, which mainly 

studies the multivariate regression model for single or multi-variables on the independent variables. 

The formula is  

nn XaXaXaa ++++= 22110Y
                 

（3） 

a0 --The intercept of the regression coefficient, ai-- regression coefficient, Xi-- Independent variables 1 

~ n. 

2.5 Accuracy verification 

Leave one out cross-validation (LOOCV) each time to select a sample for verification, all other 

samples as a training sample. The model was validated, and the sample errors were calculated until all 

the samples were involved in the validation. LOOCV is the extreme case of K-cross-validation, and all 

values are modeled and validated. And it can avoid the problem of selection between modeling sample 

and verification sample in experimental design. This method can effectively evaluate the reliability and 

stability of the model. 

The determination coefficient (R2), root mean square error (RMSE) and relative error (RE) were 

selected as the indices to evaluate the modeling accuracy and validation accuracy. R2 is indicating that 

the predictive value and the measured value of the degree of fit. R2 is closer to 1, indicating that the 



higher the accuracy of the fitting curve. RMSE reflects the deviation between the predictive value and 

the measured value, the smaller the value, the higher the model accuracy. RE mainly reflects the 

credibility of the measurement. The smaller the relative error is, the more reliable the measured value. 

The calculation formula is shown below. 
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x--vegetation index, y--crop LNC measured value, ŷ -- the predicted value of the crop, q—the 

number of samples. 

3. Results and analysis 

3.1 Analysis of VIP between vegetation index and LNC of winter wheat 

19 hyper-spectral indices (as shown in table 1) were calculated based on hyper-spectral data of 

leaves in wheat. The relationship between the obtained hyper-spectral indices and the measured 

nitrogen content of wheat leaves were analyzed by VIP. The results about the ability of vegetation 

indices to explain nitrogen content in wheat leaves are shown in Table 2. At the flag stage of wheat, 

between the spectral index and the leaf nitrogen content of the wheat, the maximum VIP corresponding 

spectral index is PSSRc, and the VIP value is 1.1944. The smallest VIP corresponding spectral index is 

MCARI/MTVI, and the VIP value is 0.8815. The top 10 spectral indices ordered by the VIP values are, 

PSSRc, GMI-2, SR705, RI-half, ZM, GMI-1, PSSRb, RI-3dB, VOGc and CIred edge, respectively. 

Table 2  VIP and rank of evaluation index for LNC of winter wheat（n=199） 

Vegetation index VIP Ranking Vegetation Index VIP Ranking 

PSSRc 1.1944 1 VOGa 1.1259 11 

GMI-2 1.1897 2 RI-2dB 1.1253 12 

SR705 1.1843 3 RI-1dB 1.1249 13 

RI-half 1.1730 4 NDRE 1.1019 14 

ZM 1.1659 5 REP 0.9680 15 

GMI-1 1.1631 6 REPGAUSS 0.9643 16 

PSSRb 1.1491 7 PRI 0.9565 17 

RI-3dB 1.1364 8 SR(533,565) 0.9465 18 

VOGc 1.1360 9 MCARI/MTVI 0.8815 19 



CIred edge 1.1275 10    

3.2 Selection of optimal LNC estimation model for wheat 

According to the VIP sequence shown in table 2.The PLS models were constructed by using the 

different number of vegetation indices as the independent variables, calculating the AIC value of the 

model respectively. As shown in table 3, when the number of independent variables was 5 vegetation 

indices, the AIC value was the smallest, and the AIC value was -427.878. The AIC principle of building 

model was using as few parameters as possible. According to the AIC principle, in the flag stage of 

wheat, 5 vegetation indices were selected as independent variables to build PLS model, and its equation 

was an optimal model. The model was VLNC=4.9467+0.5186VPSSRc -13.9993 VGMI-2+43.7809 

VSR705+2.9433 VRI-half -36.7703 VZM. The 5 vegetation indices were PSSRc, GMI-2, SR705, RI-half, , 

and ZM. The R2、RMSE and RE of the model were 0.79, 0.33and 0, respectively. 

Table 3 Comparison of PLS regression equations built by wheat LNC different independent variables according to 

VIP（flag leaf stage） 

The number of 

variables 
Regression equation R2 RMSE AIC 

4 
VLNC=3.8885+0.4881VPSSRc -9.4837 VGMI-2+41.3387 

VSR705-34.7129 VRI-half 

0.78 0.33 -424.580 

5 
VLNC=4.9467+0.5186VPSSRc -13.9993 VGMI-2+43.7809 

VSR705+2.9433 VRI-half -36.7703 VZM 

0.79 0.33 -427.878 

6 
VLNC=5.0651+0.5004VPSSRc -14.1179 VGMI-2+45.0444 

VSR705+0.0615 VRI-half -35.3281 VZM +0.1789 VGMI-1 

0.79 0.33 -425.129 

7 

VLNC=5.9001+0.4098VPSSRc -18.0207 VGMI-2+55.1183 

VSR705-4.3869 VRI-half -37.2390 VZM– 

0.1354 VGMI-1+0.5298VPSSRb 

0.79 0.33 -423.094 

8 

VLNC=6.1881+0.4101VPSSRc -17.7359 VGMI-2+53.4222 

VSR705-2.7516 VRI-half -37.2390 VZM– 

0.1285 VGMI-1+0.5186VPSSRb -1.0977 VRI-3dB 

0.79 0.33 -420.051 

9 

VLNC=9.7976+0.4726VPSSRc -19.9056 VGMI-2+69.2828 

VSR705+58.1725 VRI-half -152.2723 VZM– 

0.1294 VGMI-1+0.1085VPSSRb +36.2288 VRI-3dB 

-121.1323VVOGc 

0.79 0.32 -422.513 

10 

VLNC=5.7079+0.5456VPSSRc-19.7727VGMI-2+76.3950VS

R705+38.7431VRI-half-142.8775VZM+2.6587VGMI-1- 

0.0605VPSSRb+43.8932VRI-3dB-88.1755VVOGc-3.2832VR

SI(543,728) 

0.79 0.32 -420.121 

3.3 Verification of optimal LNC model for winter wheat 

In order to verify the accuracy of VIP-PLS-AIC to predict the nitrogen status of wheat leaves, the 

data of wheat flag date of 2013～2014 were used respectively. For the nitrogen content of wheat leaves, 

the VIP-PLS-AIC model of 5 vegetation indices was validated. The results showed that R2 and RMSE 



were 0.79 and 0.33 respectively. The predicted values and the measured values of the scatter plot have 

high consistency, indicating that the use of VIP-PLS-AIC for winter wheat leaf nitrogen status 

estimation with high accuracy and good reliability as shown in figure 2. 

   

Fig.2 Comparison of predicted and measured   

Wheat LNC based on VIP -PLS-AIC    

4 Conclusion 

The relationship between vegetation index and LNC was evaluated by VIP. The vegetation index 

with the highest VIP value was PSSRc, and the vegetation index with the lowest VIP value was 

MCARI / MTVI. 

The number of vegetation indices was increased as the input factors, PLS regression model was 

used to establish the regression model of seven wheat LNC. The optimal LNC model was selected by 

AIC criterion. The results show that the PLS model with 5 vegetation indices are the optimal model for 

estimating LNC. 

In wheat LNC model, the R2 of VIP-PLS-AIC model set and validation set are 0.79, and RMSE is 

0.33. The results of modeling and validation show that the importance of ordination between vegetation 

index and wheat LNC was better by VIP. And the optimal estimation model of wheat LNC can be 

obtained based on AIC. 
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